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Effect of sleep duration on muscle mass in Korean nonelderly adults
Ji H. Moon1,2, Mi H. Kong1,3, Yun H. Oh1,2, Hyeon J. Kim1,3
ABSTRACT
Objective: This study investigated the association of sleep duration and muscle mass in non-elderly adults.
Methods: The present study analyzed young (19−39 years) and middle-aged (40−59 years) men and women who participated in the Korea National
Health and Nutrition Examination Survey. Muscle mass was measured using dual energy X-ray absorptiometry scan. A self-reported questionnaire was
used for assessing sleep duration, which was categorized into ≤ 6, 7, 8, and ≥ 9 h per day.
Results: Participants with low muscle mass were more prevalent in the longer sleep group, among men and women. Furthermore, in subgroup analysis,
in which participants were classified into a young and middle-aged group, height-adjusted appendicular skeletal muscle mass was inversely related to
sleep duration, regardless of sex. After adjusting for covariates, the probability of low muscle mass was increased in longer sleepers, and sleep duration
and low muscle mass showed a positive dose-dependent correlation in men and women.
Conclusion: In young and middle-aged adults, longer sleep duration may be related to decreased muscle mass, in both sexes.
Keywords: body composition, skeletal muscle, sleep

INTRODUCTION
Sleep has been considered as a basic life-style factor that has an impact on various health issues. To date, several
studies have implicated inadequate sleep duration in various diseases, such as diabetes and coronary artery disease (1),
and consequently in increased mortality (2). Several studies have shown that sleep was associated with obesity and bone
health, although the tendencies varied with age, sex, and sleep duration. According to a cohort study that analyzed
young adults, i.e., 18−30-year-old men and women, reduced sleep duration was associated with obesity (3). Furthermore,
in a study among the elderly, individuals sleeping less than 5 h per day tended to have a high body-fat percentage and
central obesity (4). Prolonged sleeping, exceeding 8 h per day, was associated with lower total hip and femur neck bone
mineral density in aged women, but not in men (5), and compared to those having 8−9 h of sleep, restricted or prolonged
sleepers tended to have a higher risk of osteoporosis among postmenopausal women (6). Recent evidence has
suggested that fat, bone, and muscle are closely linked, not only at the whole organism level, but also at the molecular
and cellular level (7, 8). Hence, sleep may also affect muscle mass, similar to its effects on obesity and osteoporosis.
Sarcopenia, as assessed by age-related reduction of skeletal muscle mass and decreased muscle strength, and/or
impaired physical performance, is closely related to various health problems (9). Sarcopenia is a growing health concern
among the elderly, worldwide, and is a major area of interest within the field of geriatric research. However, according
to Korean studies analyzing representative national data, appendicular skeletal muscle mass (ASM) increased
continuously in women until their 60s, after which it slowly decreased; furthermore, there was a weak positive correlation
between age and height-adjusted ASM (10). Interestingly, the non-aged women in that study had relatively insufficient
skeletal muscle mass, inappropriate for their age, as compared to aged women. Similarly, these features in young and
middle-aged women in Korea were also found among Chinese women (11). The risk factors for a decline in muscle mass
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in these individuals may be different from those among the elderly, because young adults have dissimilar life styles,
comorbidities, and hormonal levels than aged individuals.
Previous studies did not investigate the connection between sleep duration and diminished muscle mass; moreover,
only a few studies have been performed in young individuals. The present study investigated the effects of sleep duration
on muscle mass in men and women. We also analyzed whether similar associations were seen among young (19−39
years) and middle-aged (40−59 years) individuals.
METHODS
Study population
Data used in our study were retrieved from the Korea National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (KNHANES)
between 2008 and 2011. KNHANES is a nationwide study that has been conducted by the Korea Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention in order to demonstrate the health and nutritional state of the entire Korean population. The
survey is composed of a self-reported questionnaire related to a health interview, nutritional questionnaire, and health
measurements. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants of KNHANES. The study was approved by
the Institutional Review Board of XXX Hospital and conformed to the tenets of the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki and its
later amendments or comparable ethical standards.
We analyzed data from participants, aged between 19 and 59 years, who underwent a health interview and dual
energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) scan. We excluded those with chronic liver disease or chronic kidney disease, and a
history of stroke, myocardial infarction, or any malignancy; eventually, the study group comprised 5,417 men and 7,194
women.
Definition of low muscle mass
For muscle mass measurement, subjects were asked to check their DXA using a Discovery W fan-beam densitometer
(Hologic, Inc., Bedford, MA). ASM was assessed using the sum of non-fat and non-bone tissue masses of limbs and we
calculated ASM divided by the height squared (kg/m2). To date, various methods have been developed and introduced
to determine low muscle mass (LMM). In this study, LMM was defined by height-adjusted ASM below 7.0 kg/m2 in men
and below 5.4 kg/m2 in women, based on the Asian Working Group for Sarcopenia recommendation in an Asia consensus
report (9).
Sleep duration
A self-reporting questionnaire contained the following short-answer question: “On average, how many hours do you
sleep a day?” Sleep duration was determined on the basis of the answer to this question. Furthermore, the participants
were divided into four groups based on their performance on sleep: less than 6 h (≤ 6h), 7 h (7 h), 8 h (8 h), over 9 h (≥
9h).
Statistical analysis
All analyses were carried out using integrated weighted values, designated by the Korea Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, which were based on the sampling design, number of subjects, and research measurement items of each
survey year. Integrated weight values were used to adjust non-responders to reflect the health status of the entire Korean
population.
To compare the baseline characteristics of the study population, using a complex sample general linear model for
continuous variables and complex samples logistic regression analysis for categorical variables. The results were shown
as mean ± standard error (SE) or estimated proportion (SE). Complex samples logistic regression analysis was performed
to calculate the odds ratio and 95% confidence intervals of sleep duration and LMM after controlling for potential
confounders in three steps. To estimate P for trends, the sleep duration group was regarded as a continuous variable in
the trend analysis. Data management and analysis were performed using SPSS version 20.0 (IBM, New York, NY). P values
and trends of < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
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Table 1: Demographic characteristics by sleep duration in men
≤6
(n = 2175a)
39.1 ± 0.3
171.6 ± 0.2
71.9 ± 0.3
24.4 ± 0.1
84.1 ± 0.3
21.5 ± 0.1
23.36 ± 0.08
7.92 ± 0.03
92.2 ± 1.4
9.2 (0.7)
3.6 (0.4)
1.3 (0.3)
35.7 (1.3)
71.9 (1.3)

7
(n = 1720a)
38.8 ± 0.3
172.1 ± 0.2
71.6 ± 0.3
24.1± 0.1
83.7 ± 0.3
21.7 ± 0.2
23.33 ± 0.10
7.86 ± 0.03
92.1 ± 1.6
8.4 (0.7)
3.2 (0.5)
0.6 (0.2)
32.0 (1.4)
72.6 (1.5)

Sleep duration (h)
8
(n = 1191a)
37.9 ± 0.4
172.0 ± 0.2
70.8 ± 0.4
23.9 ± 0.1
83.2 ± 0.3
21.5 ± 0.2
23.01 ± 0.11
7.76 ± 0.03
90.3 ± 1.8
8.8 (0.9)
3.8 (0.6)
1.7 (0.5)
36.3 (1.7)
65.0 (1.8)

≥9
(n = 331a)
36.1 ± 0.8
171.3 ± 0.39
68.3 ± 0.7
23.3 ± 0.2
81.6 ± 0.6
21.4 ± 0.2
23.34 ± 0.21
7.59 ± 0.06
83.8 ± 3.6
7.0 (1.4)
3.8 (1.0)
1.8 (0.9)
33.2 (3.0)
52.8 (3.4)

P for trend

Age (y)
< 0.001
Height (cm)
0.507
Weight (kg)
< 0.001
Body mass index (kg/m2)
< 0.001
Waist circumference (cm)
< 0.001
Body fat percentage (%)
0.031
ASM (kg)
< 0.001
ASM/Ht2 (kg/m2)
< 0.001
Protein intake (g/day)
0.070
Hypertension
0.394
Diabetes
0.923
Depression
0.155
Occupation (blue-collar workers)
0.076
Marital status (married)
< 0.001
Smoking status
0.124
Never
21.5 (1.0)
21.7 (1.2)
19.0 (1.3)
22.2 (2.5)
Former
30.2 (1.1)
31.3 (1.2)
29.3 (1.5)
24.3 (2.6)
Current
48.4 (1.2)
46.9 (1.4)
51.7 (1.6)
53.5 (3.1)
Alcohol consumption
0.149
None
9.8 (0.7)
8.7 (0.8)
9.7 (1.0)
11.2 (1.9)
Once a week or less frequently
51.1 (1.3)
52.5 (1.3)
55.1 (1.9)
56.5 (3.0)
Twice a week or more
39.1 (1.3)
38.8 (1.3)
35.1 (1.7)
32.3 (2.9)
Exercise frequency
0.030
None
45.4 (1.2)
47.5 (1.5)
49.2 (1.7)
56.7 (3.2)
Less than twice a week
27.0 (1.1)
26.0 (1.2)
23.5 (1.4)
21.0 (2.5)
Thrice a week or more
27.6 (1.1)
26.5 (1.2)
27.3 (1.5)
22.4 (2.7)
a
Unweighted value.
Data are weighted to the residential population of Korea and calculated by complex samples general linear model and complex samples logistic
regression analysis.
Values are expressed as mean ± standard error or estimated percentage (standard error).
ASM, appendicular skeletal muscle mass; Ht, height.

RESULTS
General characteristics of study participants
The baseline characteristics of the men are summarized according to sleep hour in Table 1. In all groups, classified
by sleep duration, the mean age of participants was in their 30s. The participants with less than 6 h sleep were older than
the other group participants. Body mass index and waist circumference were greatest in ≤ 6 h sleepers and lowest in ≥
9 h sleepers. Shorter sleepers had a greater intake of protein than longer sleepers; however, this difference was not
significant. As Table 1 shows, there was a significant difference between sleep duration and height-adjusted ASM. A
trend toward a decrease in ASM/Ht2 was observed with increased sleep duration (P for trend < 0.001). In terms of
comorbidities, the prevalence of hypertension, diabetes, and depression was revealed not to differ in accordance with
sleep duration. Smoking and drinking status showed no effect, while the ≥ 9 h sleep group participants were less likely
to be physically active than participants in the other three groups (P for trend = 0.030).
In Table 2, the features of the female participants are summarized. It was apparent that shorter sleepers were older
and had a higher body mass index and waist circumference than longer sleepers (all P for trend < 0.001). Those with <
6 h sleep had a significantly higher muscle mass than > 9 h sleepers; the negative pattern of ASM/Ht2 in women was
similar to that in men (P for trend < 0.001). Participants with depression were more common in the prolonged sleep
group (> 9 h) and the proportions of blue-collar workers were higher in the restricted sleep (< 6 h) group. The > 9 h
group had a higher proportion of current smokers, heavy drinkers (drinking twice a week or more), and physically nonactive individuals.
Sleep duration and prevalence of LMM
As sleep duration lengthened, LMM was more prevalent among men. The estimated LMM prevalence was 15.3%
among < 6 h sleepers, 15.8% in the 7 h, 17.5% in the 8 h, and 24.7% in the > 9 h sleep groups in men (P for trend =
http://www.ejgm.co.uk
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Table 2: Demographic characteristics by sleep duration in women

Age (y)

Height (cm)
Weight (kg)

Body mass index (kg/m2)

Waist circumference (cm)
Body fat percentage (%)
ASM (kg)

ASM/Ht2 (kg/m2)

Protein intake (g/day)
Hypertension
Diabetes

Depression

Occupation (blue-collar workers)

≤6
(n = 2557a)
41.1 ± 0.3

7
(n = 2259a)
39.0 ± 0.3

58.3 ± 0.2

57.6 ± 0.2

158.4 ± 0.2
23.3 ± 0.1
77.2 ± 0.2
32.3 ± 0.2

158.7 ± 0.1
22.9 ± 0.1
76.0 ± 0.3
32.3 ± 0.2

Sleep duration (h)
8
(n = 1791a)
37.4 ± 0.3
159.3 ± 0.2

159.3 ± 0.3

22.5 ± 0.1

22.4 ± 0.2

57.1 ± 0.3
75.5 ± 0.3
31.9 ± 0.2

14.54 ± 0.11

60.5 ± 0.8

61.3 ± 0.8

64.6 ± 1.0

62.3 ± 1.6

7.7 (0.6)
2.5 (0.3)
5.1 (0.5)

7.0 (0.6)
2.0 (0.4)
2.7 (0.4)

5.77 ± 0.03
5.3 (0.6)
2.0 (0.4)
3.2 (0.4)

0.265

87.8 (0.9)

85.7 (0.9)

77.2 (2.1)

5.3 (0.6)

6.5 (0.7)

11.1 (1.5)

7.0 (0.7)

7.7 (0.8)

13.4 (0.8)

9.3 (0.7)

9.7 (0.9)

16.3 (1.9)

66.9 (1.2)

57.1 (1.2)
16.9 (0.9)

66.7 (1.4)

57.9 (1.5)
16.5 (1.1)

< 0.001
< 0.001

11.7 (1.6)

Twice a week or more

15.7 (0.9)

0.007

< 0.001

78.2 (1.2)

9.9 (1.5)

25.5 (2.0)

Less than twice a week

0.001

0.016

2.0 (0.7)

23.6 (1.2)

60.2 (1.2)

0.060

5.0 (1.1)

23.9 (1.1)

None

< 0.001

< 0.001

25.8 (1.0)

Exercise frequency

< 0.001

5.73 ± 0.04

None

60.9 (1.1)

< 0.001

66.5 (2.5)

7.8 (0.7)

Once a week or less frequently

< 0.001

75.5 (1.4)

Current

6.5 (0.6)

< 0.001

< 0.001

85.7 (0.9)

80.5 (1.1)

P for trend

7.7 (1.3)

Never

Alcohol consumption

32.0 ± 0.3

14.65 ± 0.07

5.84 ± 0.02

13.5 (1.0)

Former

75.1 ± 0.5

14.71 ± 0.06

5.93 ± 0.02

15.0 (1.0)

Smoking status

56.7 ± 0.5

14.90 ± 0.06

17.8 (1.0)

Marital status (married)

≥9
(n = 587a)
34.1 ± 0.6

< 0.001

58.2 (2.5)

65.1 (2.4)

0.086

14.5 (1.6)

Thrice a week or more
24.1 (1.0)
26.0 (1.1)
25.6 (1.3)
20.4 (2.1)
a
Unweighted value.
Data are weighted to the residential population of Korea and calculated by complex samples general linear model and complex samples logistic
regression analysis.
Values are expressed as mean ± standard error or estimated percentage (standard error).
ASM, appendicular skeletal muscle mass; Ht, height.

Figure 1: The prevalence of low muscle mass according to sleep hours in men and women. Data are weighted to the
residential population of Korea and calculated by complex samples logistic regression analysis. LMM, low muscle mass.
0.005). Similar to men, in women, there was a clear trend for increased prevalence of LMM according to sleep duration.
The estimated prevalence of LMM in accordance with sleep duration was 25.6%, 29.7%, 34.6%, and 37.9%, respectively
(P for trend < 0.001). Figure 1 demonstrates the sex-specific prevalence of LMM according to sleep period.
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Figure 2: Association between muscle mass and sleep duration in age groups in men (a) and women (b). Data are weighted
to the residential population of Korea and calculated by complex samples general linear model. ASM, appendicular skeletal
muscle mass; Ht, height
Sleep duration and muscle mass by age and sex
In subgroup analysis, we analyzed the implications of muscle mass and sleep duration stratified by age groups. Men
and women participants were categorized into two groups based on age: 19−39, and 40−59 years. Among men and
women aged 19−39 years, there was a significant negative association between sleep duration and height-adjusted ASM
(all P for trend < 0.001). Furthermore, there was an inverse correlation between sleep duration and muscle mass in the
middle-aged group. Among men aged 40−59 years, ASM/Ht2 was 7.86 for the ≤ 6 h, 7.84 for the 7 h, 7.7 for the 8 h, and
7.61 for the ≥ 9 h groups (P for trend < 0.001), and among middle-aged women, it was 6.0, 5.95, 5.92, and 5.93 in the ≤
6 h, 7 h, 8 h, and ≥ 9 h groups, respectively (P for trend = 0.028). The results obtained from the subgroup analysis are
presented in Figure 2.
Effect of sleep duration on LMM
As shown in Table 3, longer sleepers reported a significantly higher risk of LMM. After adjustment for age, smoking
status, frequency of alcohol consumption, and exercise, compared to the reference group of < 6 h sleepers, the risk of
LMM was significantly increased with ≥ 9 h sleep, regardless of sex. Furthermore, a positive dose-dependent correlation
was found between sleep duration and the probability of LMM in men and women (P for trend = 0.005, < 0.01,
respectively). Furthermore, further adjustment for marital status, working status, protein intake, and previous
comorbidities, such as hypertension, diabetes, and depression, revealed that the 8 h sleep group also had a higher risk
for LMM than the reference group, similar to the ≥ 9 h sleeper. After adjusting for such covariates, sleep duration was
an independent risk factor for LMM among men and women (all P for trend = 0.042, < 0.001, respectively).
http://www.ejgm.co.uk
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Table 3: Multivariate analysis of low muscle mass and sleep duration by sex
Men

≤6

Model 1

1

Model 3

1

Model 2

7

Sleep duration (h)
8

≥9

P for trend

1.03 (0.84−1.78)

1.17 (0.93−1.47)

1.83 (1.31−2.54)

0.005

0.96 (0.76−1.23)

1.30 (1.01−1.67)

1.59 (1.06−2.38)

0.042

1

1.06 (0.86−1.30)

Model 1

1

1.15 (0.99−1.33)

1.35 (1.14−1.61)

1.38 (1.08−1.75)

< 0.001

Model 3

1

1.14 (0.97−1.34)

1.34 (1.12−1.61)

1.38 (1.11−1.78)

< 0.001

Women

Model 2

1

1.15 (0.99−1.34)

1.18 (0.94−1.49)

1.36 (1.14−1.62)

1.79 (1.28−2.51)

1.34 (1.05−1.71)

0.005

0.001

Model 1: adjusted for age.
Model 2: adjusted for age, smoking status, alcohol consumption, and exercise frequency.
Model 3: adjusted for age, smoking status, alcohol consumption, and exercise frequency, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, depression, marital status,
occupation, protein intake.
Data are weighted to the residential population of Korea and calculated by complex samples logistic regression analysis.
Values are presented as prevalence odds ratio (95% confidential interval).

DISCUSSION
The purpose of the current study was to evaluate the effect of sleep duration on muscle mass status. The present
study is one of the few that examined the association of sleep quantity and muscle mass indices in non-elderly men and
women participants. The current study found that sleep duration and skeletal muscle mass were negatively associated,
irrespective of sex and age group, and prolonged sleepers who slept 9 or more hours per day are more likely to suffer
from LMM, among both men and women.
However, the findings of the current study differed from previous experimental studies. In a study of 10 overweight
adults (mean age: 41.0 ± 5.0 years), who were calorie restricted for 14 days, and slept for 8.5 or 5.5 h at night, the
restricted-sleep group showed decreased muscle mass as compared to the sufficient-sleep group (12). Furthermore,
after 72 h of sleep deprivation, excretion of urinary urea as a marker of muscle catabolism increased (13). In a previous
cross-sectional study of elderly individuals, men assessed as having poor quality sleep or poor sleep efficacy tend to
have LMM, after adjusting for various co-variants; however, there was no correlation of sleep parameters with grip
strength, as an index of muscle strength. Among elderly women, poor sleep quality and efficacy showed no association
with body mass index-adjusted appendicular lean mass, but their grip strength was related to sleep (14). This
inconsistency may be due to the difference in the age of participants in the studies.
The results obtained in studies of the elderly should be cautiously applied to young and middle-aged adults, as there
are many differences in life style patterns and hormonal status between the elderly and non-elderly. Sleep quantity,
quality, and architecture also change with age: a decrease in the total sleep duration and rapid eye movement sleep,
increased sleep latency, and time spent awake at night time are common in older people (15).
A few possible mechanisms linking sleep duration and health problems have been proposed; however, there is a
general lack of knowledge that could facilitate understanding of the underlying mechanisms. Stranges et al. suggested
that prolonged sleep duration might reflect a poor health status, decreased physical strength, and a higher likelihood of
unemployment; moreover, long sleepers have too little time to be physically active (16). Grandner and Drummond
proposed that Prolonged sleeper tends to sleep fragmentation, photoperiodic abnormalities, lack of challenge, and
depression so that they have higher chance to have health problem (17). Furthermore, short sleepers have more
opportunity for food intake, and restricted sleep causes decreased secretion of leptin, an anorexigenic hormone,
although it increases secretion of orexigenic hormones, such as ghrelin. Hence, insufficient sleepers easily feel starved
and feel the need to consume food (18).
The findings of the current study may have some limitations. First, in this study, we assessed sleep duration only
based on a self-reported questionnaire. Although many previous studies found that self-reported sleep duration was
strongly correlated with sleep time as assessed using polysomnography, both in non-elderly and elderly subjects, it is
possible that there could be bias in these responses (19, 20). Additionally, there is a lack of specific information about
day-time naps, sleep quality, sleep architecture, and sleep-associated disease, such as sleep/wake disturbance, or sleepdisordered breathing. Laboratory-based sleep diagnostics, such as polysomnography, sleep latency test, and actigraphy
could facilitate evaluation of the sleep condition. Moreover, some principal factors affecting muscle metabolism, such as
6
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diet patterns, and status of related hormones, such as growth hormone, insulin-like growth factor-1, cortisol,
testosterone, and insulin, were not considered.
Despite these limitations, the current study provides important new information about the association between sleep
duration and reduced muscle quantity, especially among non-elderly participants. Sleep duration is potentially
remediable, by means of appropriated interventions; thus, the progression of muscle mass reduction could be reversed
or prevented. Future studies related to the quality of sleep need to be undertaken to elucidate the association between
sleep and muscle metabolism more clearly.
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